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“Pfft!”

“Pfft!”

…

But you have thousands of changes, and the gods are still killed with one sword.

“Unite, unite…”

This group of gods tried to unite to deal with the calamity.

The top ten gods united together to hold up a protective cover.

“Pfft!”

But this time it was even worse.

Divine Tribulation penetrates ten gods at once!

Ten heads thrown up high…

Shocked!

So shocking!

Divine Tribulation continues to kill indiscriminately…

This group of people showed their best skills, but they were all to no avail.

It can’t stop the power of God’s Tribulation at all!

…

Three hundred fell:

Four hundred fell;

Five hundred fell:
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…

Finally, under the beheading of Divine Tribulation, there is no one standing in
front of me…

Kill everyone with one sword!

Doctor Dark, they were all dumbfounded!

The whole army is wiped out!

There are a total of fifty-five gods in the War Bear Kingdom plus six or seven
hundred powerhouses (many of them still have the potential to become gods).

They were all killed by Levi Garrison’s sword.

It took only a minute before and after this, and they all died.

Not a single one was left.

Whether it is a god or a strong man, all it takes is one sword in Levi Garrison.

Levi Garrison withdrew the calamity expressionlessly, as if he had done a very
common thing.

The two doctors in the dark were shaking.

That is fifty-five gods and hundreds of elite powerhouses!

There are about ten gods in the country of Lynx and the country of Julu.

It is equivalent to Levi Garrison beheading five lynx countries at one time.

Even if the eleventh-ranked Dongdao has a total of hundreds, it will be half of
them next time.

In fact, Levi Garrison has done a super big thing that caused a sensation in the
world.

But here he is so understated.

It’s as simple as eating and drinking.

This time, they finally understood why Levi Garrison ignored Zhanxiong Kingdom.

This is capital.



Levi Garrison walked back to the holy spring step by step, and said lightly: “They
should have treasures and the like on them, and they can all be divided up.”

Hearing Levi Garrison’s reminder.

The two reacted immediately, ran up to search, and divided all the treasures on
them.

Now the War Bear Kingdom is extremely powerful, and it is also very rich.

All kinds of heaven and earth treasures, all kinds of equipment are available.

The two gained too much.

After the two searched.

Levi Garrison coughed lightly.

Those overlord-level beasts that disappeared before actually appeared in the
back.

The two doctors in the dark were puzzled for a while.

The next moment, they understood.

This group of overlord-level beasts understood what Levi Garrison meant, and
even swept away all the corpses.

In an instant, the field was much cleaner.

Apart from the blood, there was no other corpse left.

The body of the beast is a treasure to everyone, especially the god-level ones.

Then the corresponding human strong body is also a treasure to them.

This is Levi Garrison’s gift to them.
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Seeing the doubts of God’s Brain, Levi Garrison said lightly: “Resurrection of
spiritual energy has also opened up their intelligence, and they are smarter than
some people!”



to this.

Doctors of Darkness are qualified to speak.

He has studied too many creatures, too many psychic ones.

What weird and shocking things have you seen?

This is nothing in front of me.

Levi Garrison returned to Shengquan to continue to protect Levilia.

At this moment, Levilia has passed out of pain.

Still in good condition.

The medicinal power of the holy spring continues to detoxify toxins…

Although the toxin is dissolved very slowly, the effect is still there.

In the end, no matter how much it resolves, it has always been beneficial to
Levilia.

According to the current effect.

At least it can defuse half of the poison on Levilia’s body.

Doctor Dark also expected the same.

“This poison is too cruel! Such a mouthful of medicinal spring can only dissolve
half of it!”

Doctor Dark sighed.

Levi Garrison said: “But it also shows that it has an effect. If it can resolve half of
it, we can find other ways or treasures!”

The dark doctor nodded fiercely: “Yes, if I find another magical medicine similar
to this holy spring! Levilia can really recover!”

“Yes, in fact, according to the current situation! I am sure! At least in the short
term, I can control the situation of Levilia!”

Levi Garrison is very confident.

Then continue to search.
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But soon his face changed.

Because the holy spring is a problem.

He can’t dig it out.

The holy spring can only be in this place, and it must be continuously nourished
by the spiritual veins below.

This holy spring cannot be moved.

Levilia can only be soaked here all the time…

And Levi Garrison had to find other treasures.

This is how to do?

Difficult!

Levi Garrison looked at the dark doctor…

But he sighed, Doctor Dark couldn’t keep Levilia.

He really had to keep it.

He can leave in a short time, and as soon as Levilia is in danger, he can come back
directly.

If he leaves for a long time or he is entangled in something and can’t come back
at the first time, it will be troublesome.

Really have to find some strong people to guard here.

Levi Garrison was thinking carefully.

There are really suitable candidates.

Doctor Dark also understood this. He looked at Levi Garrison and asked, “Do you
already have a suitable candidate?”

“Well, next I need to go outside and find them!”

Levi Garrison said.

at this time.

There was a sparse noise in the deep forest behind.



someone is coming.

The next second, a group of more than 20 people appeared.

Bloodstained all over, embarrassed.

There are four god-level people in this group. Except for the nine old people who
are almost god-level, they are all young geniuses.

Apparently they had just come here after a tough battle.

Belong to the leader of the forces to come.

Don’t look at the embarrassment of this group of people, but in fact, after the
war, everyone’s combat power has been improved.

Even these four gods.

They are from the empire on which the sun never sets.

And these young people are members of the royal family, and they are the key
training objects of the empire on which the sun never sets.

In fact, there were eight gods who followed and protected them. In the battle
just now, four gods and more than 20 strong men were lost.

Now finally came to the location of the holy spring.

“This is ours! Hahaha…”

The crowd burst into arrogant smiles.

“The country as strong as the war bear didn’t come early, and they must have
been trapped by these beasts!”

These people have acquiesced that the holy spring is theirs.

Completely ignored Levi Garrison and several others.

Just as they were about to rush over to carve up the holy spring, a group of
people in the jungle next to them also rushed out.

“Ok?”

“The Robben Empire???”
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Everyone in the Empire of the Sun Never Sets recognized it.

This gang belongs to the Robben Empire!

The strength is almost comparable to that of the empire on which the sun never
sets.

It is also one of the most powerful forces in the world today.

Ranked seventh and eighth respectively…

It is said that the number of gods in both countries is more than 200.

Otherwise, they wouldn’t dare to explore the first-level forbidden area.

“You are here too…”

The strength of the Robben Empire’s team is also similar, and they are all four
gods, and the number of other powerhouses is similar.

They also all made a bloody way.

Come here.

In fact, it’s a matter of their choice.

Not long ago.

When they were attacked by the tide of beasts, they suffered heavy damage.

It can kill a bloody road, but the choice of direction is also an important issue.

Most forces chose to return and escape from the rainforest.

But after making such a choice, there are beasts everywhere.

The Sun Never Sets Empire and the Robben Empire are very few of them who
choose to go directly in the direction of the Holy Spring.

In fact, in theory, the most dangerous place was chosen.
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But here is the safest place.

They walked all the way to the holy spring, and were surprised to find that the
further they went in the direction of the holy spring, the more there were no
beasts.

When they came to the neighborhood, they didn’t have one, which made them
very strange.

Is it this safe here?

But they were right.

It is right to come to the Holy Spring.

How did they know that because there was Levi Garrison’s aura around the holy
spring, that fierce beast dared to come?

Tired of living?

It’s actually not difficult for the two teams to come here…

The two teams looked at each other, and a god from the Never Sunset Empire
suggested, “Right now there are many dangers here, and those beasts are likely
to come here violently…”

“Why don’t I suggest that we two should stop fighting and enjoy this holy spring
together?”

“Those of us can drink as much as we can, and take as much as the rest of us can?”

“If the two of us fight, we will lose both, and the beasts will come here, and
neither of us will be able to survive!”

“What do you think?”

The sun never sets the gods of the Empire said so.

There was a commotion in the Robben Empire team.

Without any hesitation, the gods led by the Robben Empire agreed: “Okay, let’s
enjoy the holy spring together! Then we will share the treasures around here!”

They are not fools.

Naturally know what the god of the Empire of the Sun Never Sets said.

As long as they both go to war.



Then there is a high probability that the entire army will be wiped out.

The possibility of eating the holy spring alone will be zero.

Cooperation between the two parties is a win-win situation.

What’s more, the holy spring is not something that one party can easily eat.

“Well, okay, after we divide everything up, let’s help escape together! There are
too many beasts outside!”

“Okay! We must escape together!”

The two sides hit it off.

but.

Doctor Dark: “…”.

Brain of God: “…”.

They were so speechless.

Are these people taking them purely as human beings?

Ignore them directly and divide up the holy spring on the spot…

They are still there.

Are they still alive?

Can breathe, can breathe…

Can not you see?

Divide like this?

And Levilia has been immersed in the holy spring, which is actually Levi
Garrison’s.

It has nothing to do with other people.

The same is true on a first-come-first-served basis.

Even the few overlord-level beasts acquiesced.



As a result, two unfamiliar forces are now discussing how to divide up Levi
Garrison’s things…

Neither love nor reason.
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After the Sun Never Sets Empire and the Robben Empire finished their
discussions, they walked straight to the Holy Spring.

Still ignoring and ignoring Levi Garrison and several others.

In their opinion, it is estimated that Levi Garrison and the others were just lucky
to come here one step ahead.

And Levi Garrison is too weak to even qualify as their opponents.

Therefore, they have been ignored from beginning to end, without even looking
at them.

As they got closer and closer, a strong man in the Empire of Never Sunset was
holding a sword, and he would kill Levi Garrison and several others without
saying a word.

They didn’t even give a chance to say a few words.

Just kill!

Like a few wild dogs in the way.

When he was about to start, Doctor Dark suddenly said: “I advise you to go back
to where you came from! This place is not for you to come!”

The Brain of God also glanced at Levi Garrison and said, “Yes! Hurry up! I sincerely
advise you! Hurry up and leave! Don’t be a holy spring, don’t take your life!”

“Isn’t it right, run away, where are you still discussing how to distribute the holy
spring! This is not something you can interfere with! Run quickly, it will be too
late!”

…

The two doctors in the dark are sincerely trying to persuade this group of people.
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I don’t want them all to die here.

They were only a few gods, and they began to be allocated.

Just now, all fifty-five gods of the War Bear Kingdom died tragically.

However, after hearing the persuasion of the two, the people from the Sun Never
Sets Empire and the Robben Empire didn’t take it seriously at all.

“Scare us? Are we fools? If this place is dangerous, why don’t you run?”

“Want to scare us away and swallow the holy spring alone? It’s ridiculous!”

…

No one would believe the persuasion of the two doctors of darkness.

They all feel that they are frightening themselves, so that they can swallow the
holy spring.

Doctor Dark was speechless for a while.

Why didn’t they flee when they knew there was danger?

That’s because they themselves are dangerous!

“I’m really good for you! Run away!”

The dark doctor shouted helplessly.

“Ha ha ha ha……”

Both sides of the empire on which the sun never sets burst into laughter.

The dark doctor raised his voice and shouted: “The position of your feet now…”

This made everyone stunned, stopped, and looked at them with a little doubt.

“What’s wrong? What’s wrong with our feet?”

Doctor Dark replied: “Just now, all seven hundred people in the War Bear
Kingdom under your feet died, including fifty-five gods!”

As soon as the words came out.

Everyone trembled.



This is too shocking!

Everyone looked at their feet subconsciously, but apart from blood, there was
nothing else.

“Blow! Keep blowing!”

“Everyone in the War Bear Country just died under our feet?”

someone asked.

Doctor Dark nodded: “Yes!”

“There are 700 people in the War Bear Kingdom, and there are more than 50 gods?
Why is there not a single corpse left? Not even half a finger is seen?”

“Yes, there are no traces of the corpse at all!”

“Besides, how come there is no trace of fighting in such a huge team of War Bear
Country?”

“Haha, I really don’t think about it, there is really no trace of fighting! If everyone
really died, it would be more like they were standing still, waiting for someone to
kill!”

“But how is this possible…”

In the face of everyone’s suspicion, Doctor Dark was speechless.

Don’t know how to explain it.

The main Levi Garrison is too perverted.

Killed them all with one sword.

Where are the signs of a fight…

“Look, I can’t make it up myself!”

The teams on both sides sneered and walked towards the holy spring in unison.

“Hey! Why bother? You! Why don’t you listen to people’s persuasion? Every one
of these stubborn people will die!”

Doctor Dark is going crazy.

God’s Brain sighed: “Hey, I hope you will listen to every advice in your next life!”



“Well, only pay attention in the next life!”

Doctor Dark agrees.

“Kill them!!!”

The powerhouses of the Sun Never Sets Empire and the Robben Empire have
moved.

To kill people.

Especially Levilia who soaked in the holy spring.

“Buzz!”

Suddenly, a hurricane came with the sound of a sword chirping.

At this moment, everyone felt the pressure of the sky.

Blood coagulated all over, spiritual energy was sealed, and even consciousness
was blank.

“laugh!”

“laugh!”

“laugh!”

…

I saw the divine robbery burst out, and a roundabout returned to Levi Garrison.

The sixty or seventy people from both the Sun Never Sets Empire and the
Robben Empire in the field were all stunned.

Everyone’s eyes were unbelievable.

Subsequently.
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